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American Makes Microsoft Azure Preferred
Cloud Provider for Airline Applications
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The American Airlines Integrated Operations Center in Fort Worth, Texas (Photo thanks to American
Airlines)
American Airlines has actually chosen Microsoft Azure as its brand-new “favored cloud platform” for airline
company applications such as airport cabbing choices in addition to storage and access to flight functional
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and other organizational information and info.
Microsoft Azure is American’s newest adoption of cloud computing, after formerly taking part in a
collaboration with IBM that assisted move numerous of its business applications consisting of passengerfacing services readily available on aa.com, their mobile app, and their airport kiosk application on the IBM
Cloud Platform as a Service innovation. Now, American pictures a future where Microsoft Azure makes it
so that “every element of the client experience and airline company operations will be enhanced utilizing
innovative analytics and other digital innovations.”
Maya Leibman, primary info officer for American Airlines, talked about the brand-new collaboration,
specifying that “with the power of Microsoft Azure, American can innovate and accelerate its innovation
improvement, offering our staff member enhanced tools to supply our clients a boosted travel experience.”
Microsoft explains its Azure Global platform as a super-computing network of information centers,
incorporated cloud computing services, and algorithms that are supplied to consumers– such as
American– through service level contracts. Based upon these arrangements, Microsoft runs business
level IT systems, services, and applications on its worldwide network of virtual devices, edge computing,
deep knowing algorithms, and other items that make it possible for digital change.
In all, the Azure network has more than 200 physical information centers in addition to over 100,000 miles
of fiber optic and sub-sea scale cabling. There are likewise 150 ground-based edge center places within
the network. A Feb. 2 press release revealing a worldwide collaboration in between Teradata and
Microsoft Azure likewise called American Airlines as one of the business utilizing Teradata Vantage on
Azure– a software-as-a-service innovative analytics platform.
American is currently dealing with Microsoft to take advantage of Azure’s AI, artificial intelligence, and
information analytics for gating choices at the 136 various gates ran at its Dallas Fort Worth, Texas (DFW)
airport center. The objective is to enhance a few of the handbook choices made by gate coordinators with
Azure’s capability to take a look at several information points all at once for the numerous American
Airlines day-to-day arrivals.
A brand-new Azure-based “Operations Hub” will likewise end up being the brand-new cloud-based host of
American’s information storage facility.
The relocation makes American the most recent significant U.S.-based provider to pick a brand-new
favored cloud companies, following United’s choice of Amazon Web Services in November.
” As the airline company market continues to change, developing a digital innovation structure in the cloud
will be important for future strength,” Judson Althoff, EVP and primary business officer, Microsoft, stated in
a declaration. “Through our collaboration, American Airlines is taking a forward-thinking, cloud-first
method to utilizing information, AI and our cooperation platforms to reimagine not just its own operations,
however the experiences of its workers and clients.”
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